Mastering the Zodiac

Planet Meanings

Experiences of Life

☉ Sun: Emitting outer awareness; vital life-force energy

Experiences: excitement, passion, interest, focus, creativity, expressiveness, outer awareness, will, vitality, involvement

Resource: Video on the Sun

☽ Moon: Receiving inner awareness; physiological receptivity

Experiences: emotion, concern, security or insecurity, receptiveness, inner awareness, nurturance, caring, comfort

Resource: Video on the Moon

☿ Mercury: Synergizing and assimilating; interactive learning

Experiences: curiosity, rationality, insight, thoughts, interactivity, practicality, giving and receiving information

Resource: Video on Mercury

♀ Venus: Connecting to who and what we value; material and interpersonal enjoyment.

Experiences: desire, enjoyment, connectedness, attraction, affinity, pleasure, reciprocity, mutuality, luxury, lavishness

Resource: Video on Venus

♂ Mars: Pursuing self-preservation; self-determined action

Experiences: drive, motivation, intent, removal of barriers, elimination, confidence, ambition, attainment, victory

Resource: Video on Mars
Ｊupiter: Envisioning what's possible; expansive worldview

Experiences: optimism, wisdom, expansion, happenstance, idealization, possibility, opening, adventure, opportunity

Resource: Video on Jupiter

Saturn: Structuring our life; patient hard work and responsibility

Experiences: discipline, consolidation, patience, hard work, responsibility, reality, maturity, seriousness, perseverance

Resource: Video on Saturn

Uranus: Liberating from stasis; revolutionary change

Experiences: freedom, liberation, sudden change, revolution, breaking free, enlightenment, inspiration, liberty, equality

Resource: Video on Uranus

Neptune: Releasing the unknown; unconditional acceptance in life

Experiences: uncertainty, releasing, spiritual growth, faith acceptance, compassion, dreams, visions, stillness, vastness

Resource: Video on Neptune

Pluto: Eliminating deep emotional attachments; transformation

Experiences: intensity, endings, loss, transformation, clearing, removal, depth, unveiling truth, deep change, new beginnings

Resource: Video on Pluto
♇ **Chiron:** Healing wounds; redemption and rejuvenation

*Experiences:* inadequacy, wounding, sensitivity, weakness, pain, over and under-compensation, healing, rejuvenation

*Resource:* [Video on Chiron](#)

🔱 **North Node:** Learning healthy personal development; growth

*Experiences:* development, growth, novelty, thrill, eagerness, craving, intrigue, learning from scratch, newbie, progress

*Resource:* [Video on North & South Node](#)

☊ **South Node:** Letting go of unhealthy default patterns; loss

*Experiences:* loss, lack, unfulfillment, yearning, familiarity, comfort, unconscious ability, past cycles, spiritual liberation

*Resource:* [Video on North & South Node](#)
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